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Learner Resource 10 Who holds the power?

Who holds the power in this conversation? 

This clip comes from Friday Night with Jonathan Ross and was first broadcast in July 2010.

This clip can be found at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvUH0B-5PUM

The transcribed portion runs from the very beginning to 1.17 minutes in.

Jonathan Ross but you’ve got a bit of OCD going on haven’t [you]

David Beckham [yeah I have] I [really have yeah]

Jonathan Ross [you’re a little bit] er (.) cause
 someone I know uh said they’d been to your house (.) er don’t worry they were invited (.) it 

wasn’t a stalker and {laughter} they said you you have to have the the drink labels lined up a 
certain way in the [fridge an all that kind o thing]

David Beckham [yeah (.) yeah] if there’s like erm (.) two bottles of water an two bottles of coke 
 and two bottles of (.) sprite (1) um if there’s an extra can then I take it out an uh put it in the 

cupboard an hide it

Jonathan Ross so it’s gotta be two an two an two

David Beckham yeah

Jonathan Ross so you don’t like the odds

David Beckham no 

Jonathan Ross an if there’s two (.) do you have the labels [facin]

David Beckham [I have] the labels facin perfectly an it really uh an 
 like Victoria will just go in an like tweak it a little bit {laughter} an then I’ll go in an (.) it’ll annoy me 

(1) but there’s y’know (.) there’s other things

{laughter}

Jonathan Ross what no why would she do that (.) why would she wannoo annoy you

David Beckham because she we::ll it’s the same y’know (.) I’m really tidy an (1) y’know that’s why we’re kind of 
perfect because [she’ll mess up the house (.) an I’ll tidy it up]

Jonathan Ross [so say you come home (.) what’s the] (.) what’s the worst thing she leaves lying 
 there (.) is it old knickers (.) there’s some tights over there

David Beckham no (.) the old knickers I don’t mind (.) {laughter} err but ah (.) no [there’s]

Jonathan Ross [depends how] big the pile gets 
 though (.) doesn’t it {laughter} if there’s a year’s supply you get cross

David Beckham er you’ve seen the size of her (.) the knickers are only small

Jonathan Ross I can imagine (.) bet it looks like a bit of tooth floss lying on the floor doesn’t it (1) does she get 
(.) do people still call her Posh much (.) does she get that (.) I guess she gets that in the press 
[mainly]
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David Beckham [she’s down] in my phone as Posh

{laughter}

Jonathan Ross P for Posh

David Beckham  Yeah (.) she’s just (.) she’ll always be Posh

Jonathan Ross {laughter} that’s so nice


